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Energy- and angle-resolved pump–probe femtosecond photoelectron
spectroscopy: Molecular rotation
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We have incorporated a classical treatment of molecular rotation into our formulation of energy- and
angle-resolved pump–probe photoelectron spectroscopy. This classical treatment provides a useful
approach to extracting the photoelectron signal primarily associated with vibrational dynamics in
cases where rotational motion is slow and the coupling between rotational and vibrational motion is
weak. We illustrate its applicability with pump–probe photoelectron spectra for wave packets on the
1Su

1 double-minimum state of Na2 . © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopy has b
widely exploited in numerous applications ranging from fu
damental studies of real-time motion in the photodissocia
of NaI to studies of electron transfer.1–3 In this spectroscopy
a femtosecond pulse~pump! is used to launch a wave pack
onto a state where it evolves in accordance with the t
scales for vibrational (;10213s) and rotational (;10210s)
motion. The evolution of the wave packet is monitored
time-delayed femtosecond excitation to a higher electro
state which serves as a template. Various techniques inc
ing absorption, laser-induced fluorescence, multiphoton
ization, photoelectron spectroscopy, time-resolved m
spectroscopy, and stimulated emission pumping have b
used to probe these wave packets.2–8

Time-resolved ionization offers several advantages a
probe of these wave packets.5,9–11 For example, the ground
state of an ion is often more readily characterized than hig
excited states of the molecule. Ionization also provides i
and photoelectrons and while ion detection provides m
and kinetic-energy resolution, pump–probe photoelect
spectra are well suited for monitoring wave packet dynam
and the evolution of electronic structure along all energ
cally allowed internuclear distances simultaneously.5–8 This
advantage of time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
already been well demonstrated in the picoseco
domain.12–14 Its potential for probing molecular dynamics
the femtosecond regime has also been exploited experim
tally for several systems.5–7,15 Furthermore, Davieset al.8

have recently reported results of the first femtoseco
photoelectron-photoion coincidence imaging studies of p
todissociation dynamics.

Efforts to map vibrational wave packets with the help
femtosecond pump–probe techniques and energy-reso

a!Electronic mail: KazTak@mns2.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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photoelectron spectra were stimulated by the early studie
Seel and Domcke16 and of Engel, Meier, and Braun17 who
showed how the dynamics of a vibrational wave packet,
cluding its reflection and splitting at a potential barrier, c
be seen in the time-dependent photoelectron energy distr
tion. This was nicely illustrated for the case of wave pac
motion on the1Su

1 double-minimum potential of Na2 that
arises from the avoided crossing of two diabatic stat
While these early studies served to illustrate the utility a
promise of pump–probe photoelectron spectroscopy for r
time mapping of wave packet dynamics, they generally
not account for the dependence of the underlying photoi
ization amplitudes on geometry. Engel and co-workers,
fact, noted that the assumption of a position-independ
transition dipole was questionable in cases where wave p
ets moved through regions of avoided crossings and o
rather large distances.17

In recent papers18–21 we presented results of our studie
of energy- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectra for f
tosecond pump–probe ionization of wave packets in the1Su

1

double-minimum state in Na2 molecules aligned by a lin-
early polarized pulse. These studies employed geometry-
energy-dependent photoelectron matrix elements der
from sophisticated descriptions of the wave functions for
double-minimum state and for the molecular photoelectro
We reported spectra for molecules aligned by a linearly
larized pulse and ionized by a probe pulse polarized eit
parallel or perpendicular to the pump pulse. These stud
illustrated some important points: First, a robust descript
of the photoionization amplitudes can enhance the utility
femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy as a probe of w
packet motion17 and of the evolution of electronic structure
In fact, this is particularly true when the wave packet mov
through an avoided crossing. Second, photoelectron ang
distributions are insightful fingerprints of vibrational wav
packet dynamics.

In these studies, however, we assumed that the mole
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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did not rotate but remained fixed in space with its a
aligned along the polarization vector of the pump laser.18–21

The probe pulse was then assumed to be either paralle
perpendicular to the molecular axis. While this assumpt
may be appropriate for rotationally cold systems, it is
interest to examine how these photoelectron spectra ma
influenced by molecular rotation. Although our formulatio
of energy- and angle-resolved pump–probe photoelec
spectra can account for quantum molecular rotation,18 the
computational effort escalates if rotation is included. In tho
cases where coherent interactions among vibrational and
tational modes are not large, which we assume here, a
sical treatment of molecular rotation is a practical and use
first step in exploring the influence of molecular rotation
these pump–probe photoelectron spectra. In this paper
employ our formulation of pump–probe photoelectron sp
tra and a classical model of rotation to explore the effects
rotation on such spectra. Results of applications to pho
electron spectra for wave packets on the double-minim
state of Na2 are presented.

II. PUMP–PROBE PHOTOELECTRON
SPECTROSCOPY: FORMULATION

Figure 1 illustrates some key features of our pum
probe femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy scheme.
plication of this scheme to the probing of the vibration
dynamics on the1Su

1 double-minimum state of the Na2 mol-

FIG. 1. Potential curves for theX 1Sg
1 and ~2! 1Su

1 states of Na2 and the
X 2Sg

1 state of Na2
1 . The dipole amplitude (mge) and photoionization co-

efficients (C̃lm) for the molecule parallel to the pump and probe fields
also shown for a kinetic energy of 0.5967 eV. The partial wavesl 50, 2, and
4 with m50 are denoted by long, medium, and short dashed lines, res
tively.
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ecule by energy- and angle-resolved time-dependent ph
electron spectra has been described in detail in a prev
paper.19 Here we briefly review the general formulation em
ployed in those studies, with some emphasis on the coo
nate frames used in describing molecular orientation.

A linearly polarized pulse of frequencyv1 prepares a
wave packet in the double-minimum1Su

1 state which is then
ionized by a time-delayed linearly polarized pulse of fr
quencyv2 . The polarized pump pulse produces an align
distribution of Na2 molecules since only those molecule
with their transition moments parallel or nearly parallel
the polarization vector of the pump pulse are excited. T
dynamics of the system is monitored through the energy
angular distributions of photoelectrons produced from io
ization of the wave packet for various pump–probe de
times.

The orientation of the molecule and pump and pro
laser fields is shown in Fig. 2. Three coordinate frames na
rally arise in this picture. Since the pump pulse prepares
aligned distribution of molecules, the time-dependent m
lecular orientationR̂5(uR ,fR) is best defined in the pump
frame (X,Y,Z), where theZ-axis lies in the direction of the
pump polarization. The probe polarization vector defines
Z8-axis of the probe frame (X8,Y8,Z8) in which it is most
convenient to define the photoelectron detection an
(uk ,fk). The molecule field interaction is best described
the molecular body frame (x,y,z). Without loss of general-
ity, the probe polarization vector can be assumed to lie
the XZ-plane so that a single angleuP conveniently de-
scribes the relative orientations of pump and probe. Tak
the probe frameY8-axis to coincide with the pump fram
Y-axis unambiguously orients the probe frame relative to
pump frame.

The time-dependent wave function for this system c
be written as

c-

FIG. 2. Orientation of the molecule and pump and probe laser fields:
lecular orientation angles (uR ,fR) are specified in the pump frame an
photoelectron angles (uk ,fk) in the probe frame.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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C~r ,R,t !5xg~R,t !Fg~r ;R!1xe~R,t !Fe~r ;R!

1E dkxk~R,t !Fk
~2 !~r ;R!, ~1!

whereFg , Fe , andFk
(2) are the electronic eigenfunction

for the ground, excited, and final ionized adiabatic sta
respectively,xg , xe , andxk are nuclear wave packets on th
respective potential curves,r denotes electronic coordinate
andk the wave vector of the photoelectron. The nuclear
ordinate R5(R,R̂), with R the internuclear distance, de
scribes both vibrational and rotational motion. The inter
tion between the molecule and the laser fields is given b

V~ t !5V1~ t !1V2~ t;DT!

5E01f 1~ t !sin~v1t !epump•d1 1
2 E02f 2~ t2DT!

3exp~2 iv2~ t2DT!!eprobe•d, ~2!

whereE01 and E02 are the field amplitudes,f 1(t) and f 2(t
2DT) are the pulse envelope functions withDT the time
delay between the two pulses,epump and eprobe the polariza-
tion vectors, andd the electric dipole operator. Centers of th
envelope functions for the pump and probe pulses aret
50 andt5DT, respectively, and are taken here to be Gau
ian functions although the theory is general.

Equations~1! and ~2! yield the equations of motion fo
the nuclear wave packets,

i\
]

]t
xg~R,t !5@TN1Vg~R!#xg~R,t !

1^Fg~R!uV1~ t !uFe~R!&xe~R,t !, ~3!

i\
]

]t
xe~R,t !5@TN1Ve~R!#xe~R,t !

1^Fe~R!uV1~ t !uFg~R!&xg~R,t !

1E dk^Fe~R!uV2~ t;DT!uFk
~2 !~R!&

3xk~R,t !, ~4!

and

i\
]

]t
xk~R,t !5FTN1Vion~R!1

~k\!2

2me
Gxk~R,t !

1^Fk
~2 !~R!uV2~ t;DT!uFe~R!&xe~R,t !, ~5!

whereVg(R), Ve(R), andVion(R) are the ground, excited
and ion potential curves, andme denotes the electron mass

To proceed one requires the interaction matrix eleme
between the ground and excited state (V1) and between the
excited and ionized state (V2). The interaction matrix ele-
ment between the ground and excited states is given by

Veg~R!5^Fe~R!uV1~ t !uFg~R!&

5E01f 1~ t !sin~v1t !deg~R!cos~uR!, ~6!

wheredeg is the magnitude of the transition moment betwe
the ground and excited states anduR is the angle between th
molecular axis and the pump polarization. To obtain the m
trix element between the excited and ionized sta
Downloaded 16 May 2001 to 133.11.199.17. Redistribution subject to A
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^Fk
(2)(R)uV2(t2DT)uFe(R)&, we write Fk

(2) as an anti-
symmetrized product of an ion wave function,F1 , and a
photoelectron orbital,fk

(2) ,

Fk
~2 !5A~F1•fk

~2 !!, ~7!

where

fk
~2 !5 (

l ,m,l
i le2 ih lDlm

l ~R̂8!Ylm* ~ k̂!ckll
~2 !~r 8;R!, ~8!

with r 8 being the electronic coordinate vector in the molec
lar frame. In Eq.~8! ckll

(2) is a partial-wave component of th
photoelectron orbital in the molecular frame with momentu
k, l is the projection ofl in the molecular frame,Dlm

l trans-
forms the molecular-frame wave functions to those in
laboratory ~probe! frame, andh l is the Coulomb phase
shift.22 Photoelectron detection will be assumed to be re
tive to the polarization vector of the probe laser. The dip
operator is hence given by

Dm0
5A4p

3
r(

m
Dmm0

1 ~R̂8!Y1m~ r̂ 8! ~9!

in the probe laser frame. The interactionV2 between the
probe laser and the molecule becomes

V25 1
2E02• f 2~ t2DT!exp~2 iv2~ t2DT!!Dm0

, ~10!

and the coupling matrix element between the excited s
Fe and the final ionized state can be written as

Vie~R!5^Fk
~2 !~R!uV2~ t;DT!uFe~R!&

5 1
2E02• f 2~ t2DT!exp~2 iv2~ t2DT!!

3(
lm

ClmYlm~ k̂!, ~11!

Clm~k,R,uR ,fR ,uP!5A4p

3 (
lm

I llmDlm
l* ~R̂8!Dmm0

1 ~R̂8!.

~12!

I llm is a partial-wave matrix element in the molecular fram
These are formed from dipole matrix elements betwe
uF1ckll

(2)& and the components of the CI wave function us
to describeFe . For the case of ionization of an orbitalf i

into ckll
(2) these assume the form

I llm
~0! ~R!

5~2 i ! leih l (
l 0l0

^ckll
~2 !urY1m~ r̂ 8!uf i ,l 0l0

~r !Yl 0l0
~ r̂ 8!&.

~13!

The Clm coefficients of Eq.~12! provide the underlying dy-
namical information needed to describe the photoionizat
of an oriented Na2 molecule by the probe laser. The angul
momentum coupling inherent in molecular photoelectro
can be seen in a single-center expansion ofckll for a linear
molecule

ckll
~2 !~r ,R!5(

l 8
gll 8l

~2 !
~k,r ,R!Yl 8l . ~14!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ckll
(2) are obtained numerically using a procedure outlined

detail elsewhere.22 The Euler anglesR̂8 in Eqs.~9! and~12!
are readily determined as a function of the anglesuR , fR ,
anduP by considering the orientation of the body and pro
frames to the pump frame~see the Appendix!.

Expanding the ion nuclear wave packetxk in partial
waves aboutk̂,

xk~R,t !5(
lm

xklm~R,t !Ylm~ k̂!, ~15!

and using Eqs.~6! and ~11!, the equations of motion Eqs
~3!–~5! lead to

i\
]

]t
xg~R,t !5@TN1Vg#xg~R,t !1Vge~ t,uR!xe~R,t !, ~16!

i\
]

]t
xe~R,t !5@TN1Ve#xe~R,t !1Veg~ t,uR!xg~R,t !

1
1

2 (
lm

E dkk2E02f 2~ t2DT!

3exp~ iv2~ t2DT!!Clm* ~k,R,uR ,fR ,uP!

•xklm~R,t;DT,uP!, ~17!

and

i\
]

]t
xklm~R,t;DT,uP!

5FTN1Vion1
~k\!2

2me
Gxklm~R,t;DT,uP!

1 1
2 E02f 2~ t2DT!exp~2 iv2~ t2DT!!

3Clm~k,R,uR ,fR ,uP!•xe~R,t !. ~18!

Discretization of the integration overk results in a set of
coupled equations forx0 , xe , and the set of$xkj lm

% for all l

andm at each quadrature pointkj . Details of the procedure
employed in solving these equations are given in Ref. 19

III. CLASSICAL TREATMENT OF MOLECULAR
ROTATION

These equations of motion are general enough to acc
for both molecular vibration and rotation quantum mecha
cally. For example, the nuclear wave packets,xk(R,t), can
be expanded in rotational wave functionsQLM(R̂)

xk~R,t !5(
L,M

xk,LM~R,t !QLM~R̂!, ~19!

and a coupled set of equations of motion can be formula
for the xk,LM(R,t). HereL andM are, respectively, the ro
tational quantum number and its projection onto, for
stance, the pump polarization. While coherent interacti
among rotational levels and rotational-vibrational levels c
be important in angle-resolved photoelectron spectra for l
molecules or rotationally hot systems, we nonetheless
sumed in our previous study that the molecule did not ro
significantly on the vibrational time scale.19 We made this
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assumption for several reasons. First, our interest lies pri
rily in using these time-resolved photoelectron spectra a
probe of dynamics in regions of nondiabatic behavior b
tween electronic states. Second, this is a good assumptio
rotationally cold levels where the rotational time scale m
be orders of magnitude larger than the time scale for vib
tions. Finally, inclusion of rotational states would result in
dramatic increase in the number of channels and in the c
putational effort required for the solution of the resultin
equations. On the other hand, for a molecule with fixed o
entation, the coupled equations need only describe the vi
tional wave packets.

As a first step in exploring how these pump–probe ph
toelectron spectra are influenced by rotation, we emplo
classical model. We assume that molecular rotation is s
and explicitly account for it by changing the molecular o
entation with pump–probe delay time. This procedure
quires that theClm coefficients of Eq.~12! be calculated for
every delay time but does not significantly increase the ov
all computational effort.

Although our formulation is general enough to provid
photoelectron distributions for arbitrary molecular orien
tions and planes of detection, the symmetry of the exci
state studied here should result in a strong signal in
XZ-plane for a perpendicular orientation of the probe la
and molecular axis. We hence assume here that the mole
rotates in theXZ-plane, the plane containing the polarizatio
vectors of the pump and probe lasers, at a constant ang
velocity and that photoelectrons are also detected in
XZ-plane. Furthermore, this treatment assumes that mol
lar rotation is dynamically uncoupled from vibrational m
tion. This can clearly not be a good approximation in ca
where the bond length changes significantly during rotat
since in such cases there can be exchange of energy bet
rotational and vibrational modes. When pumped to an ene
above the potential barrier separating the inner and o
wells, motion on the double-minimum state of Na2 is just
such a case as the bond stretches from about 3 Å to 10 Å.
Nonetheless, we study this case simply to explore pum
probe photoelectron spectra of a rotating molecule rat
than as a simulation of a real system.

A. Vibrational wave packets on the excited state

Figure 3 shows the behavior of vibrational wave pack
prepared by two different pump photons. The left panel,~a!,
shows the wave packet for a pump photon of 3.600 eV wh
the right panel,~b!, shows the wave packet for a pump ph
ton of 3.676 eV. In both cases the full width at half max
mum ~FWHM! is 120 fs. In the lower energy case,~a!, the
wave packet does not have enough energy to move bey
the potential barrier and remains in the inner well, oscillati
between 3.5 Å and 4.0 Å with a vibrational frequency
about 340 fs. For the higher energy pump photon, case~b!,
the energy lies at the top of the barrier between the two w
and at the barrier the wave packet splits into a lower ene
component that remains in the inner well and a higher ene
component that travels out to the outer well. At 605 fs af
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the pump pulse, the wave packet is peaked near 4.4 Å aro
the potential barrier and at 8.7 Å, the outer turning points
the wells. The longer vibrational period is 1 ps.

B. Dependence of energy- and angle-resolved
photoelectron spectra on molecular vibration and
rotation

1. Photoelectron energy distribution versus
vibrational motion

Photoelectron energy distributions as a function
pump–probe delay time are a sensitive probe of the mo
of a vibrational wave packet. Studies by Engel a
co-workers17 were the first to illustrate how well suite
pump–probe energy-resolved photoelectron spectra are
monitoring the evolution of a vibrational wave packet wi
internuclear distance in real time. These studies, howe
generally assumed a constant value for the photoioniza
amplitude as a function of internuclear distance and th
calculated spectra are hence essentially those expe
within the Franck–Condon approximation. Engel a
co-workers17 also noted that such an assumption would
obviously questionable for wave packet motion through
gions of avoided crossings, where the electronic wave fu
tion evolves rapidly with internuclear distance, or wh
wave packets move over large distances. We have rece
reported results of studies of the pump–probe photoelec
spectra for wave packet motion on the1Su

1 double-minimum
state arising from an avoided crossing of two diaba
states.19 These studies employed geometry-dependent ph
ionization amplitudes. To put our present work into conte

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the absolute square of the excited state w
packets for~a! pump energy\v153.600 eV and~b! \v153.676 eV.
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it is helpful to reproduce some of these results here. O
photoelectron energy distributions are defined as

P~ek ;DT,uR ,uP!5(
lm

kE dRuxklm~R,t f ;DT,uR ,uP!u2,

~20!

whereek is the photoelectron energy,DT is the pump–probe
delay time, anduR anduP orient the molecular axis and th
probe polarization, respectively~Fig. 1!. The signal is ex-
tracted a long time,t f , after the probe pulse has been turn
off. Figure 4~a! shows these photoelectron energy distrib
tions for a pump photon of 3.676 eV@top of barrier case of
Fig. 3~b!#, a probe photon of 2.278 eV, and bothuR anduP

set to zero. This corresponds to fixing the molecule in sp
with its molecular axis parallel to the pump polarizatio
These spectra display the sensitivity of the kinetic ene
distribution to the vibrational wave packet and to the chan
of the photoionization amplitudes with internuclear distan

2. Kinetic energy distribution versus molecular
orientation

Figure 4~b! shows the photoelectron kinetic energy d
tribution when the molecule is held fixed atuR50 and the
probe polarization is perpendicular to the molecular a
(uR5p/2). The global features of the kinetic energy dist
butions for the probe polarization perpendicular to the m
lecular axis are similar to those for the probe polarizat
parallel to the molecular axis except for a noticeable diff
ence in the magnitudes of the signal.

3. Photoelectron angular distribution versus
molecular vibration

The photoelectron angular distributions, integrated o
kinetic energy, are given by

e

FIG. 4. Photoelectron signalP(ek) vs kinetic energy and delay time. Th
photon energy of the pump laser is\v153.676 eV. The polarization vecto
of the probe laser is set parallel~a! and perpendicular~b! to that of the pump
laser.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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A~uk ;DT,uR ,uP!

5E dkk2E dRU(
lm

xklm~R,t f ;DT,uR ,uP!Ylm~uk ,fk!U2

.

~21!

Figure 5~a! shows these energy-integrated photoelectron
gular distributions as a function of pump–probe delay tim
DT, for uR5uP50, i.e., pump and probe polarizations pa
allel to the molecular axis. Although their magnitude var
with pump–probe delay time, these energy-integrated an
lar distributions are basicallydz2-like for all DT or different
internuclear distances. It is worth noting here, however, t
the energy-resolved photoelectron angular distributions
show variations with pump–probe delay time which refle
the evolution of electronic structure and photoionizati
dynamics.21

Figure 6 shows thel 50 andl 52 components of the ion
wave packet@xklm of Eq. ~16!# for a pump–probe delay o
605 fs and pump and probe photons of 3.6763 eV and 2.
eV, respectively. For convenience, these figures only incl
contributions with energy less than 0.1 eV. These par
wave ion packets reflect the photoionization dynamics

FIG. 5. The photoelectron angular distributions as a function of delay ti
As in Fig. 4, the photon energy of the pump laser is\v153.6763 eV. The
polarization vector of the probe laser is set parallel~a! and perpendicular~b!
to that of the pump laser. The insets show a polar coordinate represen
of A(uk ,DT) at DT5605 fs ~smooth lines! and DT5968 fs ~broken
curves!.
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may be useful maps of wave packet behavior in molecu
systems.

4. Photoelectron angular distributions versus
molecular orientation

The dependence of the photoelectron angular distri
tions on molecular orientation can be seen in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b! where we show these distributions for the probe pol
ization parallel and perpendicular to the molecular axis. N
surprisingly, these distributions havedz2-character for a par-
allel arrangement of the probe and molecular axis a
dxz-character when they are perpendicular. Such depend
of the angular distributions on relative orientation of t
probe and molecule can be useful in real-time monitoring
molecular rotation.

IV. PHOTOELECTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
FROM A ROTATING MOLECULE

A. Distributions from a rigid rotor

Before discussing the photoelectron spectra from a c
sically rotating Na2 , we examine the dependence of th
photoionization amplitude squares@see Eq.~11!#, i.e.,

U(
lm

ClmYlm~uk ,fk!U2

~22!

for a rigid Na2 rotor at specific internuclear distances and
different relative orientations of the molecular axis and pro
polarization. The rows of Fig. 7 show the angular distrib

.

ion

FIG. 6. Time evolution of resulting ion wave function components w
photoelectron kinetic energyek,0.1 eV and~a! l 50, and~b! l 52. As in
Fig. 4, the photon energy of the pump laser is\v153.6763 eV. The polar-
ization vector of the probe laser is set parallel to that of the pump lase
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. Spatial distributions of photoionization amplitudesuS lmClmYlm(uk ,fk)u2 for a photoelectron energy of 0.7689 eV at bond length of~a! 3 Å and~b!
9 Å.
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tions for Na2 tilted 10, 30, 60, and 80 deg away from th
probe in theXZ-plane for internuclear distances of 3.0 Å an
9.0 Å and a photoelectron energy of 0.7689 eV. At t
shorter of these distances, the spatial distribution hasdz2

character at a low angle of tilt anddxz character at a large
angle of tilt. At the larger internuclear distance of 9.0 Å t
angular distributions reveal features arising from high
l-components.

B. Convolution of molecular vibration and rotation

We now examine the pump–probe spectra for a rota
Na2 molecule assuming a classical model, as outlined in S
III, and that the molecule rotates in theXZ-plane with a
period of 4080 fs. This assumption would best apply to
tationally cold molecules where the distribution of angu
frequencies over the classical rotators may be expected t
very narrow. More generally, however, the photoelectr
spectrum at a given delay time would reflect the distribut
of angular frequencies among the rotors. For a period
4080 fs, in the time it takes the molecule to rotate 90° fro
a parallel to a perpendicular orientation relative to the pro
polarization, the inner-well wave packet component execu
about three vibrational periods while the outer well comp
nent completes a single period. The rotation angleuR ~in
degrees! is related to the delay time,DT, via uR(DT)
50.088 24DT.

Figure 8 shows these photoelectron energy distributi
as a function of delay time for pump photon energies
3.600 eV~inner well! and 3.676 eV~top of barrier!, a probe
pulse of 2.278 eV and for the molecular axis parallel to
probe polarization (uP50). As discussed above, the overa
Downloaded 16 May 2001 to 133.11.199.17. Redistribution subject to A
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e

shape of these photoelectron energy distributions does
depend much on the relative orientation of the molecular a
and probe polarization and hence the effect of rotation is
immediately apparent in either of these two cases. For
lower energy photon, case~a!, evidence of the region of de
pleted photoionization amplitudes near 4 Å is apparent and
the spectrum reflects the vibrational motion quite nicely. T
peak aroundDT51020 fs is slightly higher than the other

FIG. 8. Photoelectron kinetic energy distributionP(ek ,DT) for ~a! pump
energy\v153.600 eV and~b! \v153.676 eV.
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since ionization is somewhat larger for a perpendicular
entation for the lower pump energy.

In the case of the larger pump photon energy, the p
toelectron spectra are a bit more complex since the w
packet samples the oscillating photoionization amplitudes
it executes its large amplitude motion. The higher photoe
tron energy component comes from the inner well and
oscillatory structure reflects the region of depleted photoi
ization amplitudes. In our previous publication,19 the photo-
electron spectra showed a strong peak at very low kin
energy which arose from the wave packet in the region o
outside turning point forDT of 600 fs @see Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!#. In Fig. 8 this peak feature corresponds toDT
5600 fs. Such structure is noticeably lower relative to t
strongest peak at earlier delay time. This is so because
kinetic energy distribution at an earlier delay time is ess
tially the same as that for the parallel case@uP50 case in
Fig. 4~a!#, while atDT5600 fs there is significant contribu
tion from the kinetic energy distribution for the perpendic
lar case@uP5p/2 case in Fig. 4~b!# which is of considerably
lower magnitude than the parallel case.

The effect of molecular rotation is more apparent in t
photoelectron angular distributions~energy-integrated!, i.e.,

A~uk ;uR~DT!,uP!

5E dkk2E dRU(
lm

xklm~R,t f ;uR~DT!,uP!Ylm~uk ,fk!U2

~23!
than in the energy distributions of Fig. 8. Figure 9 sho
these angular distributions (uk) in theXZ-plane (fk50) for
pump photons of 3.600 eV~inner well! and 3.676 eV~top of
barrier! and a probe photon of 2.278 eV. At short delay tim
the distributions are generally of thedz2 type while near
DT51020 fs, they showdxz character. The angular distribu
tions evolve between these extremes as the molecule rot
The distributions for both the lower~inner well! and higher

FIG. 9. Photoelectron angular distributionA(uk ,DT) in the XZ-plane (fk

50) for ~a! pump energy\v153.600 eV and~b! \v153.676 eV.
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~top of barrier! pump photon energy cases show simi
trends in their angular dependence (uk) but differ largely in
their dependence on molecular rotation. This is due more
vibrational dynamics than rotational dynamics and ari
from the dependence of the photoionization amplitudes
internuclear distance. The ion population varies widely as
wave packet moves through regions of changing photoi
ization amplitudes. To offset the effect of the varying io
signals, we show the angular distributions (uk) divided by
the total ion signal for variousuR(DT) in Fig. 10. The re-
sulting distributions are now quite similar for the lower an
higher pump photon energies. The additional structure s
in the distributions for the higher pump photon energy wh
the molecule is almost perpendicular to the probe polar
tion reflects the higherl contributions to photoionization a
the larger internuclear distances accessed by the w
packet. In either case the overall shape of these angular
tributions gives an indication of molecular orientation re
tive to the probe laser and can be used to monitor molec
rotation.

C. Factorization of the vibrational and rotational
contributions

These results show that dependence of the photoelec
angular distributions on molecular orientation can be pot
tially exploited to monitor molecular rotation. Such use
pump–probe photoelectron angular distributions for re
time mapping of rotation can be a valuable supplemen
other techniques such as laser induced fluorescence~LIF!.23

However, even within the classical scheme, molecular ro
tion can introduce significant complexity in attempts to u
ravel the vibrational components of these photoelectron
nals. It would hence be useful to isolate the vibration
contribution from such convoluted photoelectron spec
since the resultant spectra provide a window on vibratio

FIG. 10. Angular distributionA(uk ,uR) divided by total ion signal for~a!
pump energy\v153.600 eV and~b! \v153.676 eV.fk50 as in Fig. 9.
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wave packets which can, in turn, be useful in analyzing
trafast intramolecular dynamics. Here we explore an
proach to isolating these vibrational contributions.

To begin, we assume that the photoelectron angular
tributions are measured with respect to the probe field
that uP denotes the angle between the pump and probe
larization~see Fig. 2!. The molecule is also assumed to rota
in a plane defined by the polarization vector of the pump a
probe. Since the polarization vector of the probe can be
composed into components parallel and perpendicular to
molecular axis, we may write:

xklm~R,t f ;uR~DT!,uP!

5cos~uR~DT!2uP!xklm~R,t f ;DT,0,0!

1sin~uR~DT!2uP!xklmS R,t f ;DT,0,
p

2 D , ~24!

where the first~second! term arises from the dipole compo
nent parallel~perpendicular! to the molecular axis. One ca
hence write the photoelectron angular distributions of E
~23! in the form

A~uk ;uR~DT!,uP!

5cos2~uR~DT!2uP!Ai~uk ;DT!1sin2~uR~DT!2uP!

3A'~uk ;DT!1cos~uR~DT!2uP!

3sin~uR~DT!2uP!@X#

5 1
2~Ai~uk ;DT!1A'~uk ;DT!!1 1

2 cos~2uP!

3@cos~2uR~DT!!~Ai~uk ;DT!2A'~uk ;DT!!

1sin~2uR~DT!!@X##1 1
2 sin~2uP!@sin~2uR~DT!!

3~Ai~uk ;DT!2A'~uk ;DT!!2cos~2uR~DT!!@X##,

~25!

where

Ai~uk ;DT!

5E dkk2E dRU(
lm

xklm~R,t f ;DT,0,0!Ylm~uk ,fk!U2

,

~26!

A'~uk ;DT!

5E dkk2E dRU(
lm

xklmS R,t f ;DT,0,
p

2 DYlm~uk ,fk!U2

,

~27!

and @X# denotes a crossing term. Furthermore, defining

A1~DT![Ai~uk ;DT!1A'~uk ;DT!, ~28!

A2~DT![cos~2uR~DT!!~Ai~uk ;DT!2A'~uk ;DT!!

1sin~2uR~DT!!@X#, ~29!

and

A3~DT![sin~2uR~DT!!~Ai~uk ;DT!2A'~uk ;DT!!

2cos~2uR~DT!!@X#, ~30!
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Eq. ~25! can be rewritten as

2A~uk ;uR~DT!,uP!5A1~DT!1cos~2uP!A2~DT!

1sin~2uP!A3~DT!. ~31!

Although uR(DT) varies with the delay timeDT, uP is
known in advance. If measurements are carried out for th
different uP’s, sayuP50, uP5p/4, anduP5p/2 and other
parameters kept invariant, Eq.~31! yields three equations
from which the unknowns,A1(DT), A2(DT), andA3(DT)
can be determined.

If the rotational time is known from other means, the
uR(DT) is simply given by (2p/Trot)DT. One can then
readily show from Eqs.~29! and ~30! that

cos~2uR~DT!!A2~DT!1sin~2uR~DT!!A3~DT!

5Ai~uk ;DT!2A'~uk ;DT![A4~DT!. ~32!

The term@X# can likewise be obtained from Eqs.~29! and
~30!. Combining Eqs.~28! and ~32!, we finally obtain

Ai~uk ;DT!5 1
2~A1~DT!1A4~DT!! ~33!

and

A'~uk ;DT!5 1
2~A1~DT!2A4~DT!!. ~34!

Thus the photoelectron angular distributions for the pro
polarization both parallel and perpendicular to the molecu
axis can be obtained. Some examples of these photoelec
angular distributions are shown in Fig. 10 of Ref. 19. T
procedure can be equally applied to obtain the photoelec
energy distributionsPi(ek ;DT) andP'(ek ;DT).

Although the above procedure permits deconvolution
the vibrational and rotational contributions to the photoel
tron spectra, it is at best approximate since it neglects
dispersion of the rotational wave packets and effects du
Coriolis coupling between the vibrational and rotational m
tion. Furthermore, it assumes that all molecules are initia
aligned with their molecular axis parallel to the pump pola
ization. Nonetheless, in the appropriate cases the proce
outlined above can provide a useful guide to extracting
photoelectron signals arising primarily from vibrational d
namics.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have incorporated a classical treatment of molecu
rotation into our previously developed formulation
energy- and angle-resolved pump–probe photoelectron s
troscopy. The classical model should be primarily suita
for describing cases where the rotational motion is slow a
where any coherent coupling in the rotational dynamics a
between rotational and vibrational motion is weak. We ha
used energy- and angle-resolved pump–probe photoelec
spectra for wave packets on the1Su

1 double-minimum state
of Na2 to illustrate how such spectra are modified by ro
tional motion. As expected, these angle-resolved spectra
seen to depend quite sensitively on rotation. On the ot
hand, although the energy-resolved signals are less sens
to rotation, the dependence of the photoionization amplitu
on internuclear distance as the wave packet moves acros
well results in an additional complex variation in the signa
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The procedure proposed here provides a useful approac
extracting the component of the signal arising primarily fro
the vibrational dynamics.
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APPENDIX

Rotation of the frame by the Euler anglesR̂8
5(a,b,g), ~0<a,2p,0<b<p,0<g,2p! connecting the
body frame to the probe frame in Eqs.~12! and ~9! can be
thought of as two Euler rotations in sequence, one from
body frame to the pump frame and one from the pump fra
to the probe frame

D~a,b,g!5D~0,uP,0!D~2gR ,2uR ,2fR!. ~A1!

Here the anglegR is needed to unambiguously define t
body frame with respect to the pump frame, but is arbitr
for the case of a linear molecule. Writing out the right ha
side of Eq.~A1! as Cartesian rotation matrices and carryi
out the multiplication results in a 333 matrix with matrix
elements$ai , j : i , j 51,2,3%. Equating this with the Cartesia
rotation matrix for the left hand side of Eq.~A1!, b is deter-
mined as

b5cos21 a33. ~A2!

Likewise a andg are determined from the relations

~cosa,sina!5
~a31,a32!

sinb
~A3!

and

~cosg,sing!5
~2a13,a23!

sinb
. ~A4!

When sinb50, that is, if the probe polarization vector
parallel or antiparallel to the molecular axis, only one
~a,g! is needed to represent the rotation about theZ-axis. In
this case, takingg50, a is determined from

~cosa,sina!5a33~a11,a12!. ~A5!
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